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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an

agency of the United States Government. Neither the United

States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes

any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, complete-

ness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe

privately owned rights. Reference heretn to any specific can- |

mercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,

marufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or

imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United

States Government or any anency thereof. The views and opinions

of authors expressed herein do not necessartly state or reflect

those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report ts a review of the literature on the radfoblology of internal

emitters. Its purpose is to consider what has becane known about the radio-

biology of internally deposited radionuclides over the last four decades. Our

primary emphasis fs the progression of rad iobtological information through the

1950s and early 1960s, when atmospheric testing of atanic weapons was

occurring with increasing regularity.

Most of the over 280 references cited in this report ere from the open

literature, although use of technical reports was sometimes also needed. Our

focus was on developing a reasonable, documented chronology of the evolution

of knowledge about the radfobfology of falloute We have used our scientific

judgment about the significance of available Information in distilling an

enormous volume of literature into a report of ‘this size.

We do not Intend this report to be a complete survey of the subfect. The

scientific literature ts replete with overviews of radiobfologic studies, and

west Bes not been reviewed fn the onen literature hac heen reviewed in many

documents, including those on nuclear reactor safety (US MRC, 1978), radiation

risks (UNSCEAR, 1977, 1982; NAS, 1972, 1980), and radiation research in

general (IRRC, 1980).

In this report, after a historical perspective (Chapter 11), we address

the general evolution of radioblological research on Internal e@nitters fron

qualitative studies on their radfotoxicity to quantitative assessments of the

risk fram exposures to thew (Chapter III). Further, we look in general at

Important developments in the concern over fallout from nuclear weapons

Getonations through the ere of atmospheric testing.

+



 

 

We also consider information on fission products that are biological ly

fmportant (Chapter IV). Specifically, we discuss fn detail {sotopes of

iodine, strontium, and cesium (Chapters V, VI, and VIJ, respectively). These

radionuclides are components of radioactive fallout and are readily taken up

by the body,

Finally, we also examine data for plutonium (Chapter VIII) and uranfum

(Chapter IX). These last two elements, not produced by fisston but rather

used in producing it, are generally consumed in the fission reaction. Those

atoms that escape fission, however, can be dispersed and may present potent fa!

environmental and health hazards.

For each of the radtonuclides discussed, we consider emvtrornmental path-

ways that are available for the eventual exposure to human populations and the

metabolic pathways thet determine the tissues at risk following exposure. We

also consider the radfobiological effects of exposures given at high levels,

and, when appropriate, the risks sccanpanying low-level exposures.



Il. A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Considerable information on the metabolism and effects of fission-

produced internal enitters was avaflable in the 1940s. Most of it arose fran

work related to the development of atomic weapons (Smyth, 1946). Hamfiton

(1947) explained that research:

e: During the early phases of the development of the

Plutonium Project, it became apparent that one of the most e

serious problems to be encountered was the protect fon of

personnel working in this field against the immense

1 quantities of radiation and radioactive materials produced

by the chain-reacting pile. The most fmportant hazard that

| arises fran the release of nuclear energy are radfations

produced directly from fission and subsequently emitted by

t the resultant fission products and plutonium. The fission

products can produce {injury eftther as an external source of

fo radiation or, if they gain entry into the body, by acting

as an internal radioactive poison, quite analogous to radium .

poisoning. This latter consideration is 2 major concern,

since the amounts required within the body to produce

1 injurious effects are minute canpared to the quantities

4 necessary to induce damage by external beta and gamma

4 — trradtation ....

 

The fission of uranium results {n the production of

thirty-four radioactive elements, extending from zinc to

europium, and there have been identified nearly two hundred

radtoactive fsotopes of this large number of elements that

rise fran fission. Since the possibility of entry of these

fission products Into the body had to be considered as one

of the principal hazards to those working in the field of

atamic energy, {t was necessary to secure Information as to
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the absorption, distribution, retention, and excretion of

these radioactive materials. In addition to evaluating the

metabolic characteristics of these substances, it was necessary

to duplicate as nearly as possible, with laboratory animals,

the manner by which fission product poisoning might occur.

This included a study of the behavior of these radioel ements

following their introduction into the body by the three major

portals of entry, namely inhalation, oral ingestion, and

through cuts and abrasions of the intact skin ..-e,

No satisfactory estimates or predictions of the possible

metabolic characteristics of most of the fission products

could be made, since most of these substances are radioactive

isotopes of elements concerning whose metabolic properties

very little was known. In other words, there were no reliable

data avaflable that could’ make it possible tn most instances

to predict which of the fission products would be absorbed

from the digestive tract and rapidly eliminated, once having

gatned entry into the body, and which ones might be selectively

deposited and retained in some vital structure. Actually,

there was only one fission product, radioiodine, that had

received sufficient study with regard to its metabolic proper-

ties, prior to 1942, to permit a reasonale evaluation of the

amount that could be tolerated within the body without producing

damage. A second fission product, radiostrontium, had been

studied before 1942, but not in sufficient detafl to satisfy

the requirements of the medica) research progran of the

Plutonium Project. The nature of the metabolic characteristics

of the other fission products at that date was essentially a

completely unknown quality ....

In addition to the fission products, it was necessary

to evaluate by similar tracer studies the potential dangers

from plutonium poisoning. This element fs radinactive and
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has a half-life only fifteen times greater than radium. In

addition, the quantities to be isolated, purified, and used

for a variety of purposes were cons{derable, to say the least.

Later, several other of the heaviest elements, commonly called

the actinide elements, which extend fran actinium through

curium (element 96) were included for study. These substances

either arise directly in the chain-reacting pile or appear in

. certain phases of the atomic energy program and present

potential health hazards because they al} share the canmon ©

property of radfoactivity.

o

There was also information avaflable on fallout from atomic weapon detona-

tions. Livestock that were exposed to localized°fallout fran the Trinity Shot

in New Mexico in July, 1945 showed effects of the exposure (beta burns on the

skin) (Glasstone et al., 1950). Fallout occurring at more distant locations

was also observed in August, 1945, in Indiana, when photographic film was

fogged by radioactive contaminants in packaging materials (Webb, 1949).

Research on fallout from Trinity continued for a number of years after the

detonation (Larson, 1963).

Glasstone et al. (1950) discussed the effects of these weapons, briefly

mentioning the potential of serious physiological hazard of radioactive

fallout that deposits on the earth's surface in appreciable amounts. These

authors also cons{dered the problems of radioactive contamination of food and

water, and tabulated fission products and their relative importance at varying

times after fission. In addition, the biological significance of uwnfissioned

uranium or plutonium released into the environment was also discussed.

Information on fission-produced internal emitters seems to have developed

in three major phases. In the 1940s, studies related to the metabolism and
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effects of radionuclides were performed. The impetus for this work wes

occupational safety. In addition, some medical work was also being done. In

the 1950s and 1960s, the awareness of radioactive fallout changed the purpose

of much work to addressing public safety. Much of the work was environmental

tn nature, which evolved into the discipline of radioecology. The first

symposium on radionuclides in the environment was held in 1959 (Caldecott and

Snyder, 1960), closely followed by a symposium on radtoecology held in 1961

(Schultz and Kiement, 1963).

In the 1960s and up to the present, work has contimed related to the

public safety from internal emitters, though the driving force evolved fran

contamination by nuclear weapons to the potential for contamination by nuclear

reactors and related fuel cycle operations. Work also continued to address .

problems of occupational exposure. Unlike the research of the 1940s, which

tended to emphasize immediate effects of high levels of exposure, the more

contenporary work has emphasized the consequences of long-term exposures and

latent health effects of low level exposures as well as the mechanisms of

these effects. Radiation-induced cancer has been the significant end-point of

most of the more recent research.

 



Til. DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Radiobfological research on internally deposited fission products under-

went a number of evoluttonary changes fran the 1940s to the present. These

changes occurred in investigations on the health effects of these radio-

nuclides and in attempts to estimate the risks that accanpany irradiation.

Studies on the environmental significance of radionuclides also changed, as 
-- prompted by the recognition of fission products fn fallout as unwelcome

companions of the testing of nuclear weapons.

Health Effects

Studies on the biological effects of internal emitters general ly

progressed from an initial production of radionuc! ides to metabolic studies on

their distribution and excretion. Fran here, studies on the acute toxicity,

elicited by exposures to large amcunts of radioactivity, were next. Then,

since most of the concern was for protection of the worker, chronic studies

involving long-term exposures to lower levels of radioactivity were done to

gain understanding about the late effects that might be produced. The prior

experience with the late effects seen in the radium dial patnters prompted

long-term studies with other radionuclides in the 1940s, principally with bone

seekers such as strontfium-89, -90, and plutonium-239. In depth studies of

these radionuclides began tn the 1950s, when the Atomic Energy Commission

established several! beagle dog colonies around the country. Work continues to

the present time.

For radiofodine, the pattern of research development in the 140s was

general ly the same, though for a long time {t renafned fixed in the acute

effects phase, since this was the desired end-potnt for the treatment of

thyroid disorders. Only after the thyrold gland was strwn to be relatively 



radiosensitive and not radioresistant, which occurred in the 1950s when

thyroid cancers were produced fn animal models and when they were shown to be

produced in children years after x-irradiation of the head and neck, was there

more study of the late effects of radiofodine. 
| The significance of cesfum-137 was not appreciated until the 1950s, when

it was found in the environment. Although limited research on radiocesium was

done in the 1940s, it went through the pattern of testing--metabolism, acute

effects, late effects--later, and in a chronologically compacted time.

e
n
e

' Risk Assessment

Acute responses to irradiation were fairly easy to describe and, probably,

' to predict, in that high enough doses would elicit acute effects, and loner

ones would not. “Safe” exposures were at levels less than tolerance doses,

that {s, levels at which recovery would occur. .

Assessment of radiation risk in the 1950s was in the context of thres-

holds, injury and repair, and lifeshortening. Blair (1962) discussed radta-

tion injury in terms of acute reparable and trreparadle injuries measured by

life shortening. That low level radiation tnduced lifeshortening was

primarily a carcinogenesis effect was not generally recogntzed (FRC, 1960).

' “Early” injury in exposed mammals was frequently measured by comparing pre-

end post~exposure blood counts, a practice almost as widespread as the use of

film badges for dosimetry.

For low-level exposures to pose risks for latent health effects was not

consistent with the threshold, or tolerance, dose concept then in vogue. At

that time genetic effects were thought to be without a threshold, or Ifnear in

response (NCRP, 1954), an opinion largely influencet by the early research or 
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fruit flies. Only later did the stochastic nature (e.g., Cancer) of the

response of somatic tissue to radiation become clear. Repairable Injury

(e.g. On Spermatogenesis, leukocyte counts) was a functional phenanena and

{rreparadle injury was an “accleration of aging” phenomenon that shortened

lifespan.

With late effects such as bone cancers, the all-or-none principle

described above became the al}, none, or some principle. In experiments with

groups of animals exposed to graded dosages of bone seekers, differences th

numbers of cases of cancer and their times of occurrence were observed.

Higher doses resulted {n more tumors at earliertimes than lower doses, Low

enough doses did not result in effects before animals dfed of natura) causes

(Brues et al., 1947; Brues, 1949), thus leading to the concept of a "practical

threshold” (Evans et al., 1972).

The shape of the dose-response curve for radiation-induced cancers became

the subject of debate in the 1950s. Several scientists (Lewis, 1957; Court-

Brown, 1958) espoused linearity as the proper way to express the relationship

of dose and effect, citing a proportional increase in effect with increasing

dose in irradtated human populations as evidence for their claim. Others

(Mole, 1958, Finkel, 1958; Brues, 1958), who based their opinions more on

‘animal data, considered a curvilinear dose-response relationship to be mre

appropriate.

The debate over the proper shape of the dose-response curve has continued

to this time. This was demonstrated by the recent and controversy-ridden

report of the Canmittee on the Biological Effects of lonizing Radiation (NAS,

1980),
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The words of Mole (1958) sean as fitting now as they were then written:

Whatever the shape of the enpirically determfned curve,

it ts always possible that the shape of the curve changes at

doses less than the Jowest used. Even {f there were several

dose-levels at each of which the response was no different

fram the base-line contro}, it must be accepted that each of the

measured responses has a statistical error. The possibility can

never be denied that observations on a much larger scate would

have shown responses really greater than the control. Thus the

existence of a thresho}d can never be proved by an empirical

dose-response curve. Equally, of course, for Similar reasons

the absence of a threshold can never be proved. Thus the

existence or not of a threshold can be determined only on

theoretical grounds.

Along with and because of the uncertainties of radiation effects, a risk

philosophy had to be incorporated into the establishment of radiation protec-

tion hazards (Taylor, 1958). This philosophy was necessary because radiation

standards, present for severa) decades already, were expressed in terms of

“permissible” doses, which imp) ted the acceptance of some onal}, but undefined

{and undefinable) risk, Risks moved fran being generally qualitative to being

quantifiable (ICRP, 1966), and have been the subject of elaborate calcula-

tions, primarily with regard to safety fron nuclear reactors (US NRC, 1975),

Recognitton that radiation was hazardous resulted in the formation of

several) scientific advisory groups who made recanmendations of limits for

accupational and non-occupational exposures. These recanmendat{fons were

fssued in the fone of perfodic reports by: the International Commission on

Radiological Protection (ICRP), founded in 1978; the National Council on

Radiation Protect ton and Measurements (MW RP}, forming in PMG from an advisory

if
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canmittee out of the National Bureau of Standards; the United Nations’

Sctentific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), established

in 1955; the Natfonal Academy of Scfences/National Research Council's

(NAS/NRC) Canmittees on Biological Effects of Atomic Radfation (BEAR), which

first published a report in 1956, and, later, the NAS/NRC's Committee on

Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR).

* The Federal Radiation Council (FRC) was formed in 1959 to provide federal

policy on human radiation exposure. In 1970, this task was transferred to ‘the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which also absorbed fission- and

medical-related matters that had been under the Atomic Energy Canmission and

the Department of Health, Educatton and Welfare. The EPA continues to

functton with the same responsibilities, with interaction with the Nuclear

Regulatory Commisston, the Food and Drug Administration's Bureau of

Radiological Health, and other agencies.

Environmental Radioactivity

At the same time radiobfological research on the effects of internal

emitters was evolving, so, too, was environmental research developing. Most

research in the 1940s was concerned with the work envirorment where man-made

| or technologically enhanced radioactivity would be encountered in much higher

concentration than in the general environment.

| In 1945, when the Trinity shot occurred, radioactive fallout was first

produced locally (Glasstone et al., 1950). Fallout continued to be recognized

as a contaminant of the environment thereafter, from testing in the Pacific in

the late 1940s (Carter and Moghissi, 1977; Perkins and Thomas, 1980), hut it

appears thet most concern was about the contamination of meter{al exposed tc

the localized deposition of radioactive dust.
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The more distant nature of fallout deposition was noticed fn 1945, but not

published until later (Webb, 1949). In this case, emphasis was on exposed

photographic film rather than exposed human populations.

That fallout was present at distances far from the site of detonation was

again demonstrated in the early 1950s in enviromental samples (precipitation)

that contained high levels of unnatural radioactivity (Mefnke, 1951; Holter

and Glasscock, 1952; Clark, 1954). Fallout occurring outside of the test

sites, however, was not considered to create any immediate or long-range

health hazard (AEC, 1953a).

A network of monitoring stations for fallout radioactivity was established

in 1951 (Eisenbud, 1957). Fallout 90Sr levels, fran data fran those

stations, were published by Eisenbud and Harley (1953). The presence of

fallout 1311 jn thyrofd glands was first published by Van Middlesworth

(1954). The potential for health erfects from these radionuclides, however,

was not a cause for significant discussion in these early papers.

Although there was local worry about exposures from the Nevada test site

in the early 1950s, serious concern about the health effects of radioactive

fallout arose with the detonation of a larger weapon in 1954 (Anonymous,

1954). A detonation on March 1, 1954 in the Central Pacific resulted in

fallout that necessitated the evacuation of 28 Americans and 236 native

inhabitants fran the Marshal} Islands. Twenty-three fisherman on a Japanese

trawler were also exposed to the fallout, and suffered significant medical

effects. One of the fishermen died on Septenber 23, 1954 (Arnold, 1954), fran

Viver damage (Appendix VI, Conard et al., 1980). The Marshallese manifested

early effects as well, and showed a number of late effects, many of then

related to exposures of the thyroid gland, One person also died from acute

myelogenous leukemia (Conard et al., 1975, LANG).
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Concern about the toxicity of radioactive fallout fran the detonation ijn

March, 1954, resulted in @ sertes of articles about fallout as a new peril for

civil defense (Lapp, 1954, 1955a), fallout and goverrment secrecy (Lapp,

1955b), the persistence of fallout and the problem of internal emitters (Lapp,

1955¢), and global fallout (Lapp, 1955d). The Atomic Energy Commission

reported on the effects of the March 1954 test in 1955 (AEC, 1955). Also in

1955, Congresstona) hearings were held to place on the public record factors

about the effects of atomic weapons testing at the Nevada test site (US

Congress, 1955). e

By 1956, reports on the global distribution of fallout 1311 ang 905r

fron weapons tests were published (Van Middlesworth, 1956; Machta et®al.,

1956). By 1957, the correlation between weapons tests and !3!1 {n human and

bovine thyroid glands was established, and the importance of cows’ milk in

human contamination was discussed (Comar et al., 1957). At about the same

time, 137Cs was shown to be in people (Miller and Marinelli, 1956). In

1957, Congressional hearings to bring together information on radioactive

fal tout were held (U. S. Congress, 1957). Further hearings were held in 1959

and 1963 (U. S. Congress, 1959, 1963).

The discipline of radioecology was finnly established in the early 1960s

(Caldecott and Snyder, 1960; Schultz and Klement, 1963). Since that time it

has becane more sophisticated, with elaborate models of radionuclides in the

environment used to predict exposures to human populations. Much of the

information in these models, now used primarily for evaluating the environnen-

tal significance of various steps in the nuclear fuel cycle, had its origins

in studies of weapons-related fallout.

There were many occurrences and investigations that took place durtng the

era of atmospheric weapons testing. We have fncluded what we consider

important dates. fn thts history of radioactive fallout tn Table 1}.
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Table i.

 

Date

1940s

1945

1985

1945

1946,48

1946

1950s

1951

Ee
1953

1953

1954

1954

1954

1985

1956

1957

19$7

 

Event

Studies on mtabolism and effects of
internal emitters

Trinity shot, Alamogordo, New Mexico

Local fallout fran Trinity

Fallout fram Trinity {n Indiana

Pacific testing

. Local fallout on ships fran Pacific
tests

Studies on metabolism ant late
effects of internal anitters

Testing begins et Nevada Test Site

Fallout in precipitation in Michigan,
Montans, and New York

Heavy fallout fn Utah

Wide dfstribution of 90Sr in fallout
Teported

Fallout on Marshal lese fran Pacific
test

Serious radiation effects in fall out-
exposed Japanese fishermen

1311 {mn animal thyrotd glands of
animals distant from Nevada test site

Congresstonal hearings on fallout

137¢s found tn people

Correlation fhown between weapons
tests and 13!) ta thyroid glands,
role of cows’ milk in human expo-
sures discussed

Winiscale reactor eccident
in England

ieeeee

Some Important Dates in the History of Radioactive Fallout.

ee
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Carter and Moghtsst, 1977
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Table !. Some Important Dates in the History of Rectoactive Fallout.

(cont Inued }
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1957

1957,58

959
1959

1958-6)

1960s

1961

196)

1963

1963

1963

1960-705

Congressional hearings on fallout

Early papers and dose-response
relationships publ ished

Syapostum on radtonucl ides in
erv trorment

Congressional hearings on fallout

Moratortum on weapons testing

Studfes on metabolism and late
effects of internal emitters

Testing resumed

Nationa) symposium on radineco) ogy

Congressional heartngs on fallout

Symposium on radiofodine

U.S., U.K., and U.S.S.R, end

atmospheric testing

French, Chinese continue atmospheric
testing
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U. $. Congress, 195?

Lewis, 1957; Court-Brown, 1954

Mote, 1958; Brues, 1958

Caldecott and Snyder, 194°

US Congress, 1959

Carter and Moghiss!, 1977

Chaps. V-IX, this report

Carter and Moghissi, 1977

Schultz and Klement, 1963

US Congress, 1963

Bustad, 1963

Carter and Moghisst, 1977

Carter and Moghissi, i977
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In summary, the past four decades can be characterized according to the

sclenttfic aephasts occurring at that ttme.

broad and general.

The chearacterizattons, of course, are

In fact, research in almost all areas of internal emitter

radtoblology was taking place in each of the decades.

asened



 

The 1940s were a decade of discovery. The fission weapons were produced

and along with their production, consfderable new knowledge about the metab-

olism and effects of radionuclides was born. The application of radionuclides

to medical procedures also showed great promise and resulted in much |

information.

In the 1950s, {t became apparent that there were environmenta) and poten-

tial health consequences related to the weapons testing. An env tromenta!

awareness began to develop, as did concern about the long-term effectsof

continued exposure to low tevels of radfonuctides. As a result, larger

Studies were begun to address the biological significance of these exposures.

These would continue through the next decades.

In the 1960s, environmental and public haslth awareness became more acute

prior to the signing of the nuclear test ban treaty. Redfoecological studies

and models became more sophisticated. The long-term biloeffects studies

com ined.

In the 1970s, with the near absence of atmospher fc testing, most of the

radioblologic research took on an ortentation related to muclteas power gener:

ation, since this technology represented new sources of occupational and

population exposures and envtromental contamination. Concern was basically

the same--the effects of long-term, low-level exposures. there was also

concern out the Iikel{tood of major reactor accidents end subtequent

radiological ‘mpect.

The 1980s should see the completion of the long-term bioeffects studres

begun decodes earlier. Their results will lead, tt fs hoped, to an imreate’

vederstending of the relationship of raeiiation dose, effect, ani time, end

methods for the prediction of risvis to pwrople from erpnsure tn sternal ly

deposited radionuclides.
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IV, RADIONUCLIDES OF SIGNIFICANCE

Isotopes of iodine, strontium, and cesium have received the greatest

attention as canponents of radioactive fallout. Although other radionuclides

are fission products as well, few of them have the characteristics to make

them as important biologically (Sternberg, 1968).

To be of radfobfological significance, a radionuclide released into the

environnent first must have a physical half-life of sufficient duration so

that {t will continue to be radtoactive during the time required to enter into

biological systens and to traverse food chains to reach the individual who

consumes {t. Jodine-13), with its 8-day half life, exists long enough to move

through the atmosphere-vegetatton-cowmilk-people pathway. Strontium-90 and

cesium-137 have half-lives of 29 and 30 years, respectively, and can eastly

enter the same pathways for human exposure. Their longer lives also enable

them to use other pathways as well, such as sofl*vegetation tow for 205r,

and vegetation-cow-meat for 137Cs (Comar and Lengemann, 1967).

The significant radionuclide should also be able to be effectively

te
'?m

waessiaflated into the body. lodine-13] has easy access, Oeceuse isdin

required for norma) thyroid gland function and the body does not distinguish

between fsotopes of the element. Stronttum-90 and cesium-137 cap enter the

body because they behave generally like calctum and potassium, respect tvely,

which are important canponents of biological systens. Jt is the specific

metabolism of each radionuclide that determines its potential for direct toric

effect. Other fissfon products tent not to have the ease of entry into the

dfet or into tissues that these three do.

Research on the radinecoloyy ant blological effects of rther fission

products has heen done, though mot on such an tntense hasis. for esacrie,

Hamilton (1987), Im work on tre Pryutaniusn Profect, studvet the frgtetth pt toe
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and excretion of a number of radionuclides, including barium-140, cerjum-141

and -144, zirconium-95, ruthenium-103 and -106, and tellurium-127 and -129.

Studies of '06Ru metabolism were also done by Thampson et al. (1958) and

Furchner et a}. (1971). Considerable work was done on radiobfotogy of

radiocerium (NCRP, 1978), not only because it {is an abundant fission product

with a 285-day half life, but al so because 144ce is a beta-emitting bone

"seeker that provides a valuable tool for understanding the effects of bone

seeking radionuclides (NCRP, 1978). Reviews of the radfoecology of several

radionuclides have been published, fncluding ruthenium and rhodium (Auerbach

and Olson, 1963), the rare earths (Palumbo, 1963), and zircontum (Held, 1963).



¥. RADIOIODINE

Summary

Jodine-131 is the primary radioiodine that is of importance in radioactive

 
fallout. It has an 8-day physical half-life and is a beta and ganme emitter.

The thyroid gland is the principal target organ of 13/1, |

The metabolism of fodine and effects of 1311, espectfally for high doses,

were known in the Jate 1940s as a result of medica! uses of radioiodine.

Hypothyrofdism was the primary radfofodine exposure effect, while thyroid

carcinogenesis came to be appreciated as a late effect of thyroid irradiation in

the 1950s. Isotopes of fodine were known to be components of radioactive

contamination fran atomic weapons and nuclear facilities by 1950, and were

reported to be in precipitation in the open literature in 1951 and in animal

thyroids in 1956. |
From the 1950s into the 180s, radiojodtnes have been the subject of

research, not only because of their role as 3a canponent of radioactive fallout,

but also because of their position as potential environmental contaminants fron

nuclear reactors. Their use in medicine, as diagnostic ani therapeutic tools.

has led to an even greater understanding of their biological significance.

Environmental Pathways

A review of the literature indicates that little information on V3! in

the environment existed until the mid-1950s. Nevertheless, in the late 1941s

there was concern about the hazard to animals grazing on land that was cont ri-

nated with radioactivity from airborne wastes from the production of nuctear

matertals. Out of this concern, experimental plans to eveluate the effects of

VST tn sheep were made in 1948 frornberg, 1964), Im afdttion, by 1940 
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isotopes of fodine were recognized as contaminants of the environment following

detonation of atomic weapons (Glasstone et al., 1950).

The earliest report in the open literature on 13}. in environmental

samples appeared in 195] when chemical separations were made on radioactivity in

snow in Michigan (Meinke, 1951). In 1953, an assay of 10 sheep thyroids fn Utah

showed the presence of 131] 2-3 weeks after an atomic detonation in Nevada

(Wolff, 1957). Im 1954, the radionuclide was shown to be in thyroid glands of

cattle and sheep slaughtered in Menphis, TN, San Francisco, CA, and Boston, MA,

but orfginating in other areas of the United States, fncluding Kentucky and

Florida (Van Middlesworth, 19542). After his initial report, Yan Middlesworth

(1956) described the global nature of the distribution of fallout I311 fn

cattle and sheep thyroids. Soon, Comar et a}. (1957) demonstrated a correlation

between increased concentrations of !3)! in thyroid glands {nm human and bovine

thyroids with known atomic weapcas testing. These authors also showed Ingestion

of 1311 to be of greater significance than inhalation for cows, and discussed

the role of milk ingestion in the 131} contamination of people. |

At about the same time, Dunning (1955) published methods for the calculatiun

of dose from inhaled 1311 and other, shorter-I{ved fodine isotopes for people

and ingested 1311 for sheep; sanple calculations were included that related to

radiotodine exposures that had resulted from weapons tests in Nevada. The 195?

release of ratioactivity fram a reactor at Windscale in northwest England also

resulted fn opportunities for study of man-made radioactivity in the environ

ment, particularly 1314 (Stewart amt Crooks, 1958; Chamberlain and Dunster,

1958, Efsenbud, 1973).

Some 12 to 1S years after the time of peak fallout fram the “evada Test

Stte, a Terge number of children were exanined for thyroid gland atenaecalltcas

I.



 

(Rallison et al., 1974). Two populations were examined, the first being

children in Utah and Nevada who lived in areas exposed to fallow from testing

in the 1950s, and the second, other children fran the same states am! fran

Arizona, who were cons{dered unexposed. Tamplin and Fisher, whose 1966 report

fs cited by Rallison et al. (1974), retrospectively calculated average doses to

al} children in Utah between 1952 and 1955 to have been 46 rads (maximum dose =

120 rads). Later Mays, cited by the BEIR III report (NAS, 1980), estimated the

average dose for exposed children to have been 120 rads, ranging from 30 to 240

rads. There was, however, no significant tncrease in thyroid neoplasia in

exposed children when compared to the unexposed children. Benign thyroid

neoplasms were found in 6 of |,378 exposed subjects and in 10 of 3,453 unexposed

cortrols. No malignancies were found in the exposed group whtle 2 were found in

those who were not exposed (Rallison et al., 1974). |
lodine-13] was found to be present in urine samples of inhabitants of the

Marshall Islands exposed to fallout tn March, 1954 (Conard et a}., 1975). At

about the same time, in 1955, Van Middlesworth, using @ scintillation detector

for external monitoring of the tiyroid, found detectable levels of VIII tn two

people at the Nevada Test Site (Yan Middlesworth, 1956}. He also reported the

presence of 1311 in tumen thyroids from autopstes. Soon afterwards, Comar et

at. (1957) presented more human data on '31t in thyrotds fron autopsies.

Another major body of data on '3)1 burdens in human thyroid glands resulted

from measurements on thyroids made available at autopsy as wel! as from {n vivo

monitoring (Efsendbud et al., 1967). These later date were ahtained in V96!,

after the resumption of atmospheric weapons testing by the 1.5. 5.R.

In the mid-1950s, results of studies on the metabolive of radiotadine in

lactation were being reported. The apnearance inonilb of [I'! after tee
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administration to a nursing woman (Miller and Weetch, 1955), to goats (Wright et

al., 1955), and to cows (Comar and Wasserman, 1956; Lengemann and Comar, 1956)

was shown. In the last case, the radfofodine work was part of a study designed

to provide infornat ton about the secretion of fission products into milk. These

Studies in people and large animals, however, were not published untf! some time

after the transfer of !311 through milk was used as a method to irradiate

nursing mice (Rugh, 1951).

After these early reports on the radiobtology of radfolodine, studies on a

national and international scale continued. The primary pathway of I311 to

people was recognized as being atmasphere*vegetat fon-cowmilk+people, and pre-

dictive models for this and other pathways have been deve] oped (Soldat, 1963; Ng

and Thompson, 1966; US MRC, 1977). The prominence of the thyroids of children

in the 13) l-milk pathway was recognized. A major symposium on radfofodine was

held fn 1963 (Bustad, 1964), in which were presented many papers on these and

other topics.

Studfes on the environmental aspects of radiolodine have continued to the «

present, not so much because cf continued concern aver short-term fallout fram

nuclear weapsons, but more so because of the potential for radiofodine releases

frozr nuclear reactors. Investigations {nto the chemical nature of the radio-

lodine have been made to identify radiotodine species in nuclear reactors

(Pelletier et al., 1978a, 1978), and evaluations of other fodine isotopes,

1291 for example (Soldat, 1976), have been made,

Metabo)tcPathways

The phystologica! role of {ndine, that {%, {ts concentration by the ther:

tw Sepglamt and fts subsequent 'ncorparation intn hormmnes that are stored with
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gland or released to the body where they influence growth, development, and

metabolism, has been understood for some time (Salter, 1940). Hence, when

radiofodine became available in the late 1930s (Livingood and Seaborg, 1938), it

found prompt utility among thyrofdologists and physicians who used the iodine

isotope to trace pathways of the element in the body first in rabbits (Hertz et

at., 1938) and then in rats (Perlman et al., 1941). Much of the early use was

related to diagnostic evaluation of patients with thyroid disease (Hamilton and

Soley, 1940; Hertz et al., 1942; Hertz and Roberts, 1942a; Hamilton et al.,

1943; Quimby and McCune, 1947; Soley and Miller, 1948; Werner et al., 1948; and

Skanse, 1949).

The concentration of radioiodine by the thyroid in developing young was also

studied. Thyroid glands were shown to take up !31I in utero in the rat

(Gortman and Evans, 1941), the mouse (Speert et al., 1951), and the hanster

(Kansborough and Seay, 1951), and prior to hatching in the chick (Hansborough

and Kahn, 1951). The human fetal thyroid also was shown to concentrate radio-

fodine early in tts development (Chapman et al., 19483). Not only was the

transfer of radioiodine across the placenta recognized, but so, too, was its

movement across the mammary gland, as evidenced in studies on lactating and

suckling mice (Rugh, 1951).

After these early reports, considerable informat ton continued to be produced

on the metabo)ise of 1311, primarily because of the use of the radionuclide ifn

medicine and in phys fol ogical and endocrinological studies. The widespread use

of the radiofodine uptake test tn diagnostic medicine resulted in increase

understanding of how |31J was handled by the thyroid and the hody.

Thyroid uptakes of human neonates (2-3 days of age) were first dane ir the

mid-1950s (Van Kiddlesworth, 1954b). Newborn infants were found to be myer

thyrold-like, with regard to thetr 13!] uptakes, when ranparet tn atults,
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Radiod{ological Effects

In the 1940s, there was already much information ahout the effects of high

doses of radiofodine. Radtolodine was used therapeutically fn the treatment of

Graves' disease to reduce the amount of thyroid hormone produced by the hyper:

active thyroid (Hertz and Roberts, 1942b, 1946; Chapman and Evans, 1946; Soly

and Miller, 1948; Moe et al., 1950; Chapman et al., 1948b) and fn the treatment

‘of thyroid carcinana (Seidlin et al., 1946; Keston et al., 1942; Frantz et al.,

1944; Seidlin et al., 1949; Rawson et al., 1949; Trunnel et al., 1949; Dobyns

and Maloof, 1951). Radfofod{ne was also used in the treatment of angina pec-

tor{s and congestive heart failure in patients who had normal thyroid function

(Blumgart et a)., 1948; Freedberg et al., 1950); the resultant hypothygoidtsm

decreased cardiac function.

“With the exception of the patients mentioned above who were treated for

heart disease, most exposures of normal thyroid tissue to radfolodine were made

in experimental animals. High doses were required to Interfere with normal

thyroid functions; therefore, the thyrofd was considered to be fairly radio-

resistant (Warren, 1943}. Exposures to suffictently high doses of radinindine

impair the hormogenic capability of the thyroid, and can result in effects that

are statlar to those seen after thyroidectony or as a result of thyroid disease

tnvolving loss of thyrotd function. Hypothyroid Individuals often manifest a

number of conditions, including dry, cold, and cogrse skin, coarse hair, a

decrease in sweating, weakness, Jethargy, constipation, weight gain, edeua, and,

in the very young, reterded growth. The effects of damaginy doses of ratio-

todine were studied in a number of animal species, including chiciens (Shanse,

1948; Winchester, 1949), rabbits ent dogs (Hamilton, 1942; Hamilton av

Lawrence, 1942), mice (Sortmen, 1947, 1959, Speert et al., 19533, ant rats
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(Findlay and LeBlond, 1948; Goldberg et al., 1950). These studies involved the

administration of a single large dose of radioflodine.

The effects of chronic exposure to radioiodine in sheep were reported by

Bustad et al. (19578) and Marks et al. (1957). Exposures ranged from 0.15 to

1800 yC4 1311 per day for periods of a few months to 4 years. Corresponding

total doses to the thyroids ranged from 400-800 rads to over 100,000 rads, at

dose rates of 3.4 rads/week to 30,000 rads/week. At the lowest level

(0.15 pCi/day) thyroids showed no damage, while those at the highest levels were

ablated. Exposures at fntermediate levels resulted in slight, moderate, or

severe thyroidal effects, depending on the dosage, ang the time of exposure.

Although impairment of thyroid function was the effect of interest in this

Study, some thyroid adenomas and a fibrosarcoma were also reported (Bustad

et a)., 1957b; Marks and Bustad, 1963). Similar effects may be expected in

euthyroid people after comparable doses. [Exposures required for ablation of Lhe

human thyroid were found to be 32,000-40,000 rads (Goolden and Vavey, 1963).

Thyroid Neoplasia

Although V3 was being used in the treatment of thyroid cancer in the

1940s, there was apparently no work being done on the role of radiofodine in the

production of thyroid cancer at that time. This is not to say that the

possibility of the carcinogenic nature of radiolodine was being ignored,

however. A 1946 editorial in the Journal of the American Medical Assoctatinn

(Anonymous, 1946) stated that

The late development of cancer as a result of trradfation

(by radiofodine), aithough perhans unlibely, fs certainly

within the realm of possibility. 
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Nickson (1948), in discussing needs for protection for those working with

radiofodine, pointed out the need for understanding the potential for cancer and

other thyroidal effects that radioiodine possessed. Later, Trunnel] (1949)

warned

The possibility of the development of neoplasms fifteen

or twenty years after radioactive fodine therapy should

preclude its use in al} but elderlyor otherwise bad

risk patients.

Werner et al. (1949) also brought out the concern for subsequent thyroid cancer:

It {s feared by some that later malignancy may be induced

in the thyroid as a result of the effects of a radioactive

agent .--. This ..- radiation ... makes it likely that

malignant degeneration in the gland may appear fifteen to

twenty years hence.

ow oPWhen Goldberg and Chatkoff (1951) reported the production uf tiproid tumrs

in rats given 1311, they also emphasized the need for cautton in using

radfofodine in medicine.

In 1950, Duffy and Fitzgerald (1950) reported that several young patients

with thyroid cancer had received prior irradiation. Later, Simpson et al.

(1955) and Clark (1955) reported on the association between relatively low x-ray

exposures and thyroid cancer in children. Subsequent studies, too numerous to

reference in this report, but well represented by the long-term follow-ups of

Winship and Rosvol? (1970), Hempelmann et al. (1975), and Modan et al. (1974),

indicated that exposure of the thyroid gland to x-irradiation during tnfancy ant
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childhood increased the incidence of thyroid adenaonas ani cancer. Follow-up

studies on hyperthyroid patients treated with large doses of '311 aiso

indicated thet thyroid adenomas and carcinonas were produced (Dobyns et al.,

1974).

The carcinogenic potential of 1311 was also noted in animal experiments.

Goldberg and Chaikoff (1951) gave 400 uCi 1311 to 10 rats and found 2 thyroid

tumors.

Doniach (1963) summarized the results of several studies done in the mid

1950s and early 1960s, in which the thyroid carcinogenesis of 131] was

evaluated and compared with that produced by x-irradiation. In that review,

1311 was considered to be 1/10 as effective as x-ray in the production of

cancer, 1-e. 10,000 rads from 1311 would produce in rats the same level of

effects as 1000 rads from x-ray.

Differences in Radiobiologic Effectiveness. Observations of other thyroidal

effects from diverse animal studies support the existence of differences in

effectiveness of the two radiation exposures. McClellan et al. (1963), for

example, compared the histopathologic changes tn irradiated thyroids of sheep

ard estimated 1511 to be about 1/20 as effective as x-rays for the product ion

of histologic effects. In mice, where the inhibition of goftrogenic stimulation

“wes used as an index of radiation effect, 1311 was 1/4 to 1/2 as effective as

x-rays (Walinder and Sjoden, 1971). Oata fram rats, using the Same model as a

test for effects, suggest 1311 to be about 1/8 as effective as x-irradiation

(Grieg et al., 1970). Another study in rats, using thyrofd tumorigenesis as the

end-point, showed 13! to be about 1/2 to 9/10 as effective as x-rays in the

production of adenomas, but of equal effectiveness for the product tor of carct-

nanas (Lee et al., 1982). Unfortunately, animals in that study wre isiledt ?



 

years after irradiation when 62 percent of them were stil] alive. Had the

animals been allowed to live tonger, the production of tumors may have changed,

and the relative effectiveness of the two radiations may have been shown to he

different.

Differences in effectiveness in the production of thyroid gland effects by

various fodine isotopes have also been observed. In studies of mice whose

‘thyroids were irradiated with 1331, 1321, or x-ray (Walinder et al., 1972),

X-irradiation and 132) (physical half-life = 2.2 hours) resulted in similar

effects that were grater than those fran 131, In rats, using the inhibition

of goitrogenesis to canpare the effectiveness of 1311 and 1321, 1311 was

shown to be only 1/9 as effective as 1321 (Book et al., 1980). Klassovskij

et al. (1971), who compared the thyroidal ef fects of 1313 with mixtures of

V30y, 1327, and 1331 (physical half-life = 2) hours) in rats, concluded

that the histologic effects of }311 were only 1/10 to 1/25 times as pronounced

as those fran the radfofodine mixture. Studies canparing 1251 (physical half.

life = 60 days) and 131 indicate that up to 20 times more rads are required

fron 1251 than fran 1311 for the same suppression of tracer uptake or

inhibition of goitrogenesis (Gross et al., 1967; Grieg et al., 1970; Vickery and

Williams, 1971).

Hence, it can be concluded that these radiations indeed have differences in

their biologic effectiveness. The differences, apparent between x-{frradiation

and 1, and among radiolodines with different half-lives and emissions, can

be considered to be related to the dose rate and the dose distribution of the

irradfations. X-irradiation {s given at high dose rates and results in unifors

Irradiation of the thyroid. lodtne-132, a short-lived radiatodine, frraviates

at high dose rates, and since tts emissions are fairly energetic, there is fair:

ly unfform irradiation. flodine-13), with tts lomer half-life (rradiates at a
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lower dose rate end in a spatial ly Jess uniform monner, though protably not te

too great an extent in smal) rodent thyrofds. Jodine-125, has an even lowr

dose rate, and, because of its anissions of lower energy, Irratietes

non-unifonaly with higher doses to hormonogenic parts of thyrofd follicular

cells and lower doses to their mclet (Grieg et al., 1970).

Following exposure to fallout froma thermonuclear test in the Pacific in

1954, the exposed population of the Marshal! Islands exhibited a proportion of

thyroid disorders, including neoplasia, much higher than would have heen

expected. The Marshallese, however, tn addition to 1311 nad also received

total body gawna exposure and thyroid gland exposure to short-lived radiojodines

133j.135] (Conard et at., 1980). The short-lived radiofodtnes have not been

Studied for carcinogenesis, but other effects have Indicated that their |

effectiveness should be greater than that of I3!3, as discussed above, that

1s, they ect more like x-{rradtat ion,

lodine-129 (Tp = 16 million years) is another fission produced radio-

todine. It appears to not have been considered an environmental or health risk

until] later fn the nuclear age, when its significance as a problen of spent

nuclear fuel processing and storage or disposal was recognized. Its importance

in the ervirorment as 2a contaminant of food ftees was reviewed by Soldat (1976)

and Book et al. (1977). The toxicity of '29! ts Limited, however, because of

its very long half-life (and, therefore, tow radioactivity per unit mass) and

because the thyroid can contain only a finite quantity of fodine (Ruck, 1977,

1983).
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Estimates of Thyroid Risk. Several attempts have been made to predict the risk

of thyroid neoplasia from irradiation. Beach and Dolphin (1962), using data

from several studies, described the thyrofd response to dose as linear, corres-

ponding to a rate of 1.7% thyrofd malignancies per 500 rads to the thyroid, or

34 mal ignanci es/106 persons/rad. Since the time at risk was taken to be

20 years, their annual risk for thyroid malignancies can be expressed as about

107/106 persons/rad/year. Hempelmann (1968), with data fran other studies,

predicted a risk for malignancies of 0 to 5.5 cases/106 persons/rad/year, and

for thyroid nodules of 38-53 cases/106 persons/rad/year. Dolphin (1968), fron

other data, estimated the risk for thyrofd canceto be 100/106 persons/rad,

or, considering the time at risk to be 20 years, 5 cases/]0® persons/rad/year.

The National Academy of Sciences BEIR Report (NAS, 1972) estimated the risk of

thyroid cancer to be of the order of 1.6 to 9.3 cases/106 persons/rad/year.

Later, the Natfonal Academy of Sciences (NAS, 1980) estimated the risk of thy-

roid cancer to be approximately 4 cases of thyroid carcinana and J2 cases of

thyrofd adenoma/106/rad/year. In the Reactor Safety Study (US NRC, 1975),

absolute risks for thyroid malignancies and nodules, based upon a large number

of studies, were estimated to be 4.3 and 8.1 cases/}06 persons/rem/year, res-

pectively, or a total of 12.4 cases of thyroid neoplasia/106 persons/ran/year.

For comparison, these numbers can be compared to an average annual incidence of

thyrotd cancer for both sexes, al] ages and races conbinei, of 3.6 per 100,000

for locations represented fn national surveys (NCI, 1975).

Since these estimates for thyroid neoplasia are primarily derived fron

external frradfation, estimates for !311 risks should be lower to account for

the differences in effectiveness of x-ray and I31I, as discussed above.

The lfket{hood of hypothyroidism 1s low at low doses. Macon et al. (1977)

reviewed the medical literature and found that hypothyroicism was renurted
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following doses above J000 rads for external irradiation and 20 rads following

1311 exposure. From the review of Maxon et al., the BEIR Canmittee concluded

that the threshold for the induction of hypothyroidism was 2000 rads in externa!

exposure and 5000 rads for '311 (NAS, 1980).

Means of Protection

The thyroid gland's affinity for todine not only makes it the target organ

for radioiodine but also provides a means by which the thyroid may be protected

fran radfofodine. The administration of stable fodine suppresses the uptake of

radiotodine by the thyroid by dfluting the radioactive fsotope and by invoking

homeostatic mechanisms within the gland that reduce the anount of fodide taken

up by the gland.

This so-called “blocking” ability of the thyroid gland was demonstrated svor

after 1311 became available (Perlman et al., 1941), when rats were given

131] with either 0.5 mg iodine as potassium fodide, 0.03 mg iodine, or no

fodine, that fs, carrfer-free. Subsequent peak uptakes by thyroid glands were 2

percent and 7 percent for rats that received 0.5 or 0.03 mg fodine, respect ive-

ly. Rats receiving only the tracer had peak uptakes of 65 percent.

The blocking ability of the thyroid has been the subject of many papers,

including those by Adams and Bonnell] (1962) and Blum and Efsenbud (1967). The

National Counci] on Radfation Protection and Measurements (NCRP, 1977b)

recommended the adequate blocking dose in cases of radioiodine exposures to be a

daily dose of 130 milligrams of potassium iodide (and half that amount to

infants under one year of age). Administration of the blocking agent was

recaumended to occur at thyroid doses of 10-30 rads or more. Data from a later

study (Sternthal et al., 1980) suggested that thyroidal uptake can he suppressed

Be
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markedly by a single dose of 30 mg jodide and that suppression could be main-

tained with daily doses of at least 15 mg. Because there are a number of

adverse conditions including thyroid abnormalitfes that may develop after

 

I

: exposure to large quantities of stable fodine, as dfscussed by the NCRP (1977)

: and Sternthal et al. (1980), care must be taken fn its administration.
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Vi. RADIOSTRONT TUM

Summary
Strontium-90 1s the important strontium fsotope in radioactive fallout.

It has a 29-year physical half-life and it and its short-lived yttrium-90

daughter anit beta particles. Strontium behaves Vike calcium; hence, bone is

the principal site of 90Sr concentration. Unlike the other fission products

discussed herein, strontium has a long residence time and slow turnover rate

once it fs incorporated into bone mineral, characteristics that enhance its

radlobiologic significance.

| The metabolism of radfostrontium, its similarity to calcium, fts concen-

tration in bone and transfer to milk were all documented in the early 1940s.

The effects were also implied in those papers that suggested its use in the

treatment of bone cancers. The carcinogenic potential of radiostrontium was

documented by the late 1940s, after having been determined in animal studies.

Isotopes of strontium were known to be canponents of fallout by 1950, and

reports of fallout 90Sr appeared in the open literature tn the early 1950s.

Long-term studies on the effects of low levels of 905r began {and continue)

at several laboratories to investigate and better understand the late effects

of this radionuclide on bone and bone marrow.

Environmental Pathways

Isotopes of strontium were identified by 1950 to be potential contributors

to enmtronmental radioactive contamination fran the detonation of atomic

weapons (Glasstone et al., 1950), and subsequently 29%Sr was documented in

the open literature as a conponent of fallout (Efsenbud and Harley, 1953,

1956}. Soon, the global nature of the fallout was discussed with regard to 



 

world-wide meteorology (Machta et al., 1956). In addition, measurements of

| 90Sr concentrations in foods and human tissues were made, and the potential

hazard to people was considered (Libby, 1956; Efsenbud, 1957, Kulp et al.,

1957; Langham, 1958),

Work in°the early 1940s (Erf and Pecher, 1940) had reported the secretion

of strontium into cows’ milk. Some other aspects of environmenta) behavior of

_ radfostrontium, nanely, the uptake of the radionuclide by plant roots, had

also been investigated in the 1940s (Jacobsen and Overstreet, 1947).

Studies on the transfer of 99Sr and other fission products into milk

were begun in the mid-1950s (Comar and Wassegnan, 1956; Lengemann and Comar,

1956). Ingestion was considered to be the most signiffcant route of human

assiaflation of 90Sr (Langham, 1960), and daify products were considered the

primary source of 99Sr in the diet (Russel!, 1960). The transfer of 90sr

from the atmosphere to diet to man was reviewed by a number of authors (e.9..

Wasserman et al., 1965; Bennett, 1972).

Metabolic Pathways

Even though some investigations into the metabolism of strontium were done

earlier (for instance, McCance and Widdowson, 1939), ft was not until the

availability of radioactive strontium (895r) that its metabolism became wel!

understood. Much of the experimental use of radiostrontium was as a

substitute for calcium.

Early studies demonstrated the similarity of strontium and calcium in

their matabolic pathways. Pecher (1941a,194lb) described the distribut ian art

tissue upteke of injected 39sr ani §5ca, showing skeletal uptake by the

two radionuclides. After 24 hours, 58 percent of the administered 3509 was



in the skeleton, as was 33 percent of the 89sr. Pecher also noted the high

yield and ease of counting of 89Sr, compared to *5Ca. Pecher and Pecher

(1941) also demonstrated in mice the ability of radfostront tum to cross the

placenta and the manmary gland in mice and concentrate {n young bones. [Erf

and Pecher (1940), as mentioned above, collected milk fran two cows injected

with 89Sr, and recovered 1] and 8% during the 4.5 days after injection.

Other studfes included investigations into the bflftary secretion of

calcium and strontium (Greenberg and Troescher, 1942), the fnfluence of growth

horsone on strontium deposition (Marx and Reinhardt, 1942), and the effect of

parathyroid extract on strontium metabolism (Tweedy, 1945).

Treadwell? et al. (1942) performed metabolic studfes of neoplasms of bone

using 89Sr, which was found to be taken up by growing bone and by osteogenic

tumor tissues. Possible therapeutic use of radioactive strontium was

mentioned (Treadwel} et al., 1942) as a means of increasing radiation dose to

affected areas, that fis, as an adjunct to ongoing tnerapestic methodologies.

The assimilation of a number of fission products and heavy elements, and

their distribution and retention were studied in rats by Han{tton (1947). For

89Sr and 90Sr, he found that 5 to 60% of an oral dose was absorbed, that

65% accumulated in bone, and that they were exponentially eliminated with e

half-time in the body of more than 200 days.

Copp et al. (1947) also investtgated the metabolism of radioactive stron-

tiwe, along with yttrium, cerjum, and plutonium. Of these, only strontium was

absorbed appreciably fran the gastrointesting) tract. Absorption of stron-

tium, furthermore, was 25 times as great in growing rats fed o low calcium

Giet es fin adults with ample calcium In the diet. A deficiency fn phosphorus

Caouted a 3-fold decrease in strontium retention beause of tnpthifion of done 
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formation. Neither growth nor decreased dietary calcfum or phosphorus had an

effect on the metabolism of yttrium, cerium, and plutonium. Strontium was

eliminated with a half time of 3-4 months, much more rapidly than the el imina-

tion of yttrium, certum and plutonium which had half-times of 1-3 years. Work

in rabbits also indicated that uptake of injected 8%Sr and 90Sr by the

skeleton was greater in young animals than in old ones, and was inversely

related to calcium levels in the diet (Kidman et al., 1950). .

The transfer of radiostrontium from the lung into the bloodstream was also

investigated in rats (Abrans et al., 1946). Immediately after 30-min exposure

to 89Sr as SrCi2, more than 50% of strontium that was deposited in the

Tungs had been ranoved fran the lungs, and 25% ‘was in the skeleton. The Tung

burden was reduced by half over the next 30 minutes, and after 8 hours, only

2.5% of the initial burden was in the lungs. Over 85% was skeletal ly

deposited. Direct skeletal uptake of inhaled weapons fallout radiostront ium

in test animals was demonstrated fn 1952 and was found to be preferential ly

concentrated in growing bone (Smith et al., 1952).

Although the behavior of strontium was qualitatively similar to that of

calcium, it was shown in experimental animals that the ratio of strontium to

calcium in tissues was different fram the ratio of the two elements in the

diet. To better quantify and predict the differentiation in tissues or

excreta, Comar et al. (1956) proposed the term “Stront tum-Calcfum Observed

Ratio” (OR), where

Sr/Ca of sampleORsample-precursor * yrytgop ceareecar 
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The OR denoted the individual tissues, excretions, or physiological processes

involved in the preferential utilization of calcium over strontium, and when
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less than 1, expresses such a preference. For example, the Qbpone-diet for

rats on a canmercial diet was 0.27. The OR did not imply action by the tissue

causing the discrimination. Instead, to denote the phystological process of

discriminat fon in a given tissue, the authors utflized the term “Strontium-

Calcium Discrimination Factor" (OF). The product of the DFs equalled the OR.

That strontium was preferentially discriminated against by the placenta

| was found in beagle dogs (AEC Project No. 6, 1958). The ORfetal bone-diet

I ' was 0,3], based upon data from two pups, a value somewhat Jower than the

ORadult bone-diet of 0.4-0.5 of mature beagles (Della Rosa et al., 1972).

The metabolic studies of radiostrontium intensified when its potential

toxicity as a conponent of radioactive fallout was recognized and studies on

its effects began. The radiobiologfcal significance of strontium metabolism

was discussed in reviews (Thompson, 1960; Loutit, 1962; ICRP, 1972) and

symposia (Lenihan et a}., 1967; Goldman and Bustad, 1972).

Radiobjological Effects

The tumorigenic ability of radiostrontium was recognized jn the 1940s.

Strontium-89 was descrihed as a “producer par excellence of bone tumors” by

Brues et al. (1947), who reported that tumor development tn over 3000 mice was

approximately proportional to dose and to time, with a latent period that

itself was related inversely to dose. Such a scheme was shown to fit data

that were available for human radtun dtfal painters. Besides bone turors,

aplastic anenia and myeloid metaplasia were canmon at necropsy (Brues et al.,

1949),
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The bone tumors that were produced were single and multiple, and, parti-

cularly in rats and rabbits, there were many instances of metastases. Doses

ranging fran 0.05 pCi/gm to 5.0 pCi/om resulted in "considerable mumbers" of

tumors. Most of them (61%) appeared in long bones (Lisco et al., 197).

Other work done at this time centered on the effects of 8%Sr on preg-

nancy and the transfer of the radfonucl ide fran mother to young via the

‘placenta and mammary gland (Finke), 1947). Animals exposed to 89Sr in utero
©

or prior to weaning showed retarded growth, malformed Jong bones, anemia and

bone cancers.

In a symposium on radiostrontium (Goldman and Bustad, 1972) effects of

injected, ingested, or inhaled 90Sr in beaglesdogs were reported. Studies

on 90Sr-treated beagles began in 1947 at Argonne National Laboratory, and

were subsequently expanded tnto several large programs at the the Univers ity

of Utah, at the University of California at Davis, and at the Lovelace

Foundation in Albuquerque. In these programs, the beagle dog remained the °

experimental subject of choice (Book, 1980). The most significant effects in

animals given adequate exposures to 905r have been tumors o

osteosarcoma, and myeloproliferative disorders, which includes both neoplastic

hematopoietic disease and preleukemic conditions.

All spectes that have received sufficient 905r have developed osteo-

Sarcomas, including dogs (Poo] et al., 1972, Dougherty et al., 1972; Finkel et

a}.,. 1972), monkeys (Casarett et al., 1962), pigs (Clarke et al., 1972),

rabbtts (Vaughan and Williamson, 1969), mice (Nilsson, 1972), and rats

(Moskalevy et al., 1969). Myeloproliferative disorders have been noted in dogs

(Dungworth et al., 1970), pigs (Clarke et al., 1972), and rats (Moskalev et

al., 1969), Mice developed lymphatic Teukemia but not granulocytic Teukemta

(Nilsson, 1972),



 

Tumors arising adjacent to bone have been noted in several species treat!

with 90Sr. In mice, squamous cel] carcinomas were reported to originate in

the hard palate and sebaceous gland of the external auditory meatus (Nilsson,

1972). Squamous cell carcinomas were also reported in the maxillary sinus in

rats (Moskalev et al., 1972) and in the lining of fnternal and external ear in

rabbits (Vaughan and Williamson, 1969). Squamous cel] carcinomas of the

gingiva have been found to be fmportant Jater-occurring effects in beagles

exposed to 905, (by ingestion) from prior to birth untfl 18 months of age

and observed for life (Parks et a}., 1980). For the dogs, the gingiva! tumors

probably reflect the results of continual frradiation from 90sr in teeth

that is maintained at a high level, since teeth show a slower turnover of

90Sr than does the rest of the skeleton (Della Rosa et al., 1964).

Fortunately, too few humans have been exposed to radiostrontium at high

enough levels for the risk of neoplasia to be estimated. Based dn radium dial

painter risks, however, Mays and Lloyd (1972) estimated risks from 99Sr.

Their best estimates for the 50 yr risk to an individual for bone sarcoma fron

one rad were (1 x3) x 30-8, using a linear model, and (4 + 4) x 10-10,

using a dose-squared model. The current ICRP (1977) estimate of risk for

90Sr-tike radiation ts 5 x 10-6 per ren. These numbers can be canpared

with a natural incidence of about 5 x 1074,
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VII. RADSOCESIUM

Sumnary

Cestum-137 is the significant cesium isotope in radioactive fallout. It

ts a beta and gamma emitter with a 30-year physical half-life. Since it is

similar to potassium in its metabolism, 137Cs fs distributed throughout the

soft tissues of the body. Its relatively uniform distribution throughout soft

“tissues brings about a declining whole-body exposure that its relatively short-

lived, since I37Cs is not retained in the body for long periods of time. It

easfly moves through food chains and has been the subject of many radioecolog-

ical tnvestigations. Cesium-i37 was not appreciated as a significant fallout

dose canponent until {it was found to be present in people in the mid-1950s.

Environmental Pathways

The first report of cesium-137 in people came after its presence was noted

in measurements of whole-body radivactivity by gamma spectranetry (Miller and

Marinell{, 1956). The persistence of '37Cs in the human body despite its

relatively short biological half-life was explained by continued exposure via

the diet; 137¢s was present jin meat and milk powders. The presence of |

137Cg in people and tn various foods and its relation to 40% was reported

by Anderson et al. (1957) who calculated that the significant contributors to

dietary 137cs were dairy products. Dairy products and meat were considered

to be the primary sources of fallout I37e5, while inhalatton and ingestion

of drinking water were safd to contribute minimally to the 137cs houy burden

(Langham and Anderson, 1959).

The extent to which body burdens of 137Cs reflect dfetary inout was

best exemplified in two human populations who were at the end of the
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enviromental pathways for radiocesium: atmosphere’lichenvreindeer Laplander

(Linden and Gustaffson, 1967) and atmosphere +] ichenscar ibou Eskimo (Hanson,

1967). In these populations, seasonal fnfluences on dietary practices

resulted in large fluctuations in }37Cs burdens. Many other environmental

aspects of 137cs were summarized by Davis (1963) and were addressed by

others in a symposium on radiation ecology (Aberg and Hungate, 1967).

Metabolic pathways

In the 1940s, fissfon-produced radfocesium was administered to rats

(Hamilton, 1947). Absorption from the gut was 100 percent; its distribution

was throughout soft tissues, with 45 percent deposited in muscle, and it was

retained in the rat with a half-time of 15 days. Inhaled radiocesium was

reajily absorbed fram the lungs.

The metabolism of !37Cs was studied later in rats and several farm

animals by Hood and Comar (1953), who found a similar wide and fairly uniform

distribution throughout the body. They also found that 0.2 to 3.5% of

administered 137Cs was transferred fran pregnant rats to fetuses in late

gestation (at days 17 to 21, respectively) with a fairly constant tissue

concentration of 0.06% dose per om regardless of fetal age. A dairy cow was

show to secrete 13% of an injected dose of 1J7Cs into milk over a 30-day

pertod. Fran an ora} dose of 137¢s, YOZ was secreted into milk in 30 days.

The entrance of '3/Cs into animal tissues ts primarily through the

ingestion of contaminated foods. Absorption of cestum fram the gut is close

to 100% tn monogastric animals (Richmond, 1958), but ts generally only 50% to

BOS in ruminants (McClellan et al., 1961; Wasserman et al., 196)). The

redised absorption, along with the high fecal-to-urinary ratio of evcret oe
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137¢s characteristically seen in ruminants (Hood and Comar, 1953), probably

relates to the kind and greater bulk of their diet (Davis, 1963).

Cesium behaves in a manner that is phystological ly somewhat analogous to

potassium. Hence, cesium is distributed throughout soft tissues, and can

expose those tissues with beta and gamma frradiations. Unlike the bone-

»seeking radfostrontium, however, retention is short (that is, elimination is

rapid), with tissue exposure (and dose) declining with a half-period of about

2.5 to 5 months in people.

Because 137Cs intake results in uniform exposure of al] tissues, its

significance as a hazard to the most sensitive tissue must be balanced by its

distribution and dilution into all tissues. Cesium-137, like tritium, which

also is unifonaly distributed in the body, possesses the potential for genetic

injury as well as carcinogenesis in sensitive tissues.

Radiobiologic Effects

Beginning in the 1960s, the long-term effects of 137Cs were studied in

beagles at Argonne National Leburatory, a3 reviewed by the MCOP (1977).

Sixty-five beagles in a lifetime study were given single intravenous

infections of 157Cs with dosages ranging fran 1.65 to 4.3) mCi 137Cs/kg,

among their age groups. Destruction of bone marrow resulted in 25 deaths

within 2 months after injection. Cancers were the main cause of death of the

40 dogs that survived acute effects (up to 12 years post-injection), and

accumulated fran 700 to 1609 rads. Cancers accounted for 20 deaths, and

cancers were also found in ttssues of other dogs dying fram other causes.

Neurof fbrosarcana, a tumor of the nerve sheath that is rere in dogs, was the

most frequently occurring cancer, and was found tn A of the 49 dogs,
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Also mentioned in the NCRP Report (NCRP, 1977a) were 54 J3- to

l4-month-old beagles injected with !37Cs and studied at the Inhalation

Toxicology Research Institute. A later summary (ITRI, 1981) reported that 1)

acute deaths were observed, and 20 of 32 dogs that survived acuteeffects died

of cancers. Eleven were stil] alive. Dosages ranged from 0.9 to 4.0 mi

137Cs/kg and total doses ranged from 600 to 2200 rads.
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VIII. PLUTONIUM

Summary

Plutontum-239 is a man-made alpha emitter with a 25,000 yr half life.

For plutonium that reaches the blood, its target organs are bone and liver.

Inhaled plutonium may affect the lung as well. Plutonium is an efficient

carcinogen.

~ The metabolism of plutonium and its production of bone tumors were inves-

tigated in the 1940s. More elaborate and sophisticated studies on the

biological significance were begun in the 1950s and 1960s and continue. Its

effects on bone, liver, and Tung have been demonstrated in a number of

laboratory animal species.

Environmental Pathways

Most of the information on plutonium in the environment that evolved

during the 1940s was related to monitoring environmental materials near

nuclear installations (Stannard, 1973a). These investigations were centered

primarily on aquatic envirorments and biota.

Alpha activity was found in animals trapped in the fallout zone of the

1945 Trinity shot several years after that detonation. The activity was

assumed to be plutonium-239 (Olafson and Larson, 1963). By 1950, plutonium

released to the environment from atomic weapons testing was recognized as

presenting a serious potential for tnjury if inhaled or ingested, and calcula-

tions of hazards fron world-wide contamination by plutonium were also made

(Glasstone et al., 1950). Oogs and sheep intentionally exposed to the radio-

active fallout fran weapons tests in 195] were found to have 239Py in their

Tungs (Smith et al., 1952).
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In 1957, studies were undertaken on uptake by the body and retention after

dtrect inhalation of plutonium in the radtoactive cloud after detonation as

well as after inhalation of plutonium resuspended by wind action following its

deposition on the ground (Stannard, 19733). Rats and dogs were exposed durirg

passage of the radioactive cloud, while dogs, sheep and burros were exposed

for a long post-event period of up to 160 days at several down-wind locations.

The results indicated that dogs exposed to the cloud passage at the time of

detonation had higher plutonium burdens than animals exposed to resuspended

plutonium for long periods of time, even though the animals exposed to the

passing cloud were not exposed to the highest airborne concentrations at

ground level.

Because of concern about plutonium in the environment from atomic weapons

. and, Tater, the nuclear fuel cycle, considerable information has been

published on its radioecology (Olafson and Larson, 1962; Stannard, 1973a;

Healy, 1975; IAEA, 1976; Friedman, 1976; Hanson, 1980).

Plutonium has a low solubility in water and biological fluids and tends to

Se noreetile in soils and other media. Hence, plutonium is much Jess likely

to move through food chains to man than fission products discussed heretofore.

Nonetheless, plutonium in the environment continues to be a timely topic, in

view of its role in the end of the nuclear fuel cycle.

Metabolic Pathways

Because plutonium played a major role in atomic weaponry, considerable re-

search on its metabolism and toxicology took place in the 1940s. Studies in

rats on the distribution and excretion of plutonfum in various chenical states

were made following intravenous (Carritt et al., 1947) or intramuscular
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tnjections (Scott et al., 1948), or after oral administration (Hamilton,

1947). From each mode of exposure, roughly two-thirds of the assimilated

plutonium deposited in the skeleton, while the liver generally received the

next highest foncentration of the radtonuc} ide.

Plutonium was found to be so poorly taken up fram the gastrointestinal

tract that only 0.007 per cent of an orally administered amount was absorbed.

Of that which was absorbed, 65 percent was deposi{ted in the skeleton. Removal

from the skeleton was very slow (Hamilton, 1947).

Intravenously injected plutonium had its Mighest immed{ate concentration

in liver and spleen. Later, it was translocated to bone (Brues et al, 1947).

The distribution and elimination of plutonium was also studied after rats

were exposed to it by inhalation (Scott et al., 1949). After nose-only ex-

posures of several minutes’ duration, most of the radioactivity was in the

head and Jungs, but after 4 days, the Jungs contained most of the res tdual

activity. The lung concentration declined over the course of the 64-day

study. After 64 days, 12 percent of the plutonium inhaled as plutonium

nitrate was in bone, canpared to 0.4 per cent of that inhaled as piutonium

dioxide.

The metabolism of plutonium was also studied in 18 human subjects injected

with tracer doses of 239Py fn 1985 and 1946. As reviewed by Durbin (1972),

bone and liver were shown to be the principal sites of plutonium deposition.

Plutonium metabolism in pregnant rats and mice was also studied (Finkel,

1947). A very small fraction of Injected plutonium was found to move across

the placenta.

Studfes of factors Influencing the metabolism and deposition in bone of

several radionuclides, isotopes of plutonium, strontium, yttrium and cerium
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were done in rats at about the same time (Copp et a)., 1947). Unlike stront-

jum, but like yttrium and cerium, plutonium showed behavior that vas

unaffected by the age of the rats under study or by calcium or phosphorus

levels in the diet. This suggested that, while strontium followed the

pathways of calcium metabolism, plutonium, yttrium, and cerium did not, and

that they were deposited in the skeleton by other mechanisms.

A method of protection fran plutonium toxicity was proposed by Copp et al.

(1947), who suggested that where contamination had occured, the diet could be

altered to dimineralize the skeleton. By then renineralizing the skeleton via

dietary change, a protective layer of new bone would be laid down over the

plutoniun.

Subsequent studies in rats showed the uptake of chronic, orally admin-

tstered plutonium to be 0.003% (Katz et al., 1955; Weeks et al., 1956).

Uptake of plutonium given as a single dosage to pigs wes 0.007% of the

administered anount (Weeks et a)., 1956).

In pigs the metabolism of plutonium after intravenous, intragastric, or

tie £7
witieéintratracheal administration of plutonium(IV) nitrate was aiso studies.

liver and skeleton were the principal sites of plutonium deposition, {he quan-

tity absorbed depended on the mode of administration. Less than) percent of

the administered Pu was in the skeleton and liver up to 2 years after intra-

gastric administration or intratracheal dosing. After an tntravenous dose, 50

to 77 percent was in skeleton and liver; in this case, however, the plutonium

nitrate solution was buffered with citrate, which may have contributed to the

difference (Bustad et al., 1962). |

Stover et a). (1959; 1962; 1968) studted the long-term metabolism of plu-

tonium fn dogs whose steletal and soft tissue retent:on of injected plutonium
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was determined. The metabolism of inhaled plutonium also was studied in

beagle dogs (Bair et al., 1962) indicating that not only its chemical form was

iaportant but, so too, was the particle size with which {t was associatal.

That 239Py was not only retained tn the lungs but also continued to eccumu-

Tate in bronchial lymph nodes suggested that these organs may also be

important targets for plutonium toxicity.

** ‘The metabolisa of plutonium was reviewed by Langham (1959). More recent

reviews include those by Vaughan et al. (1973) and Bafr (1974).

Radiobiological Effects

The effects of plutonium-239 were noted inethe 1940s. Based on animal

studies, “plutonism’, as it was called, for high exposures was described as

being similar to effects of acute whole body radiation. Results of acute ex-

posures were presented by Bloom (1948) and Fink (1950). Plutonism for chroni:

exposure was seen to manifest itself with progressive liver damage and bone

tumors (Brues et al., 1947). The majority of bone tumors produced by pluton-

jue (623) in mice, rets, amd rabbits occurred tn th :

1947). Some aspects of the early toxicologic studies were reviewed by Stan-

nard (1973b).

In the 3950s and later, the radfobfological effects of plutonium were

studied in avertety of laboratory animal species, including mice, rats, rab-

bits, pigs, and dogs. Many aspects of plutonium toxicity were presented tn

various symposta (Thompson, 1962; Mays et al., 19698; Stover and Jee, 1972;

Healy, 1975; Jee, 1976; Wrenn, 1981}. Other overviews were also published

(Hodge et al., 1973; Bair et al., 1974; NAS, 19/6), as were bibliographies

(Thompson, 1976; tisele et eat., 19A0).



 

The most significant effects of plutonium exposure are bone cancers, which

have been produced in mice (Finkel, 1953, 1956; Finkel and Biskis, 1962) and

dogs (Jee et a)., 1962; Mays et al., 1969b) that were injected with plutoniun.

In dogs that inhaled 238Py (physical half-life © 88 years), bone cancers

were also important causes of death, but some dogs also died of tung carcinana

and from pneumonitis and fibrosis (ITRI, 1980). Studies of dogs that inhaled

2py, many of whow are stil] under study, showed radiation pneumonitis and

ffdrosis as important causes of death, with some incident Jung cancers (ITRI,

1980). Many other imestigators also reported bone cancers and lung cancers

im a nusber of species exposed to plutonium, as reviewed by Bair (1974).

Other bone changes were noted in dogs (Taylor et al., 1962, 1972) and pigs

(Clarke, 1962) injected with plutonium. Liver degeneration was notedin mice

(Finkel and Biskis, 1962) and dogs (Taylor et al., 1973). Acute hematological

changes were also noted in mice (Finkel ard Biskis, 1962), pigs (Bustad et al,

1962), and dogs (Dougherty, 1973). Early lung changes (fibrosis, metaplasia)

from inhaled plutonium in dogs were noted (Park et al., 1962).

The role of these and other animal studies {n predicting risks to human

populations have been discussed (Thanpson et al., 1972; Barr, 1974; Thompson,

1975; Bair and Thomas, 1976). The animal data are particularly important

Since data from human exposures, it {s hoped, will remain inadequate for the

Calculation of risks.

Generally risks for plutonium-induced bone cancer are derived from esti-

Mates for the radium dial painters ‘Mays end Linyd, 1972. Rosenblatt et al.,

1976; Rowland et al., 1978), and mdified to account for the difference in the

distribution in bone hetween radium and plutonium, the former heing tratitian-

ally considered a volucwe seeber yd the latter, a surface seeter (Marshytt,

1969).
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Recently, Thompson and Wachholz (1980) estimated the number of cancer

deaths in the United States due to fallout plutonium. They calculated that as

upper limits, a total of 125 deaths would occur, with 64 (51%) lung cancers,

27 (22%) bone cancers, and 34 (27%) liver cancers. They also noted, however,

that the possibility of no cancer deaths fron fallout plutonium was not

precluded.
oe

Plutonium has effective radfologic characteristics, yet it inefficiently

moves through environmental and metabolic pathways. Hence, plutonium can be

described as having a high toxicity, but a Joy hazard ranking.
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TX, URANIUM

Summary
Natural ly occurring, uranium has an exceedingly long half Jife and anits

alpha particles. It is concentrated in kidney and bone. Uranium has been the

subject of toxicological study for many years, and its nephrotoxic properties

were known a century prior to work on its radiobiological significance. The

chemical toxicity to the kidneys of natural uranium overrides any potential

for radiobiologic toxicity. Only with high specific activity fsotopes of

uranium is the skeleton at risk for subsequent radiation-related cancer

_ development.

Environmental Pathways

Uranium (238u, 234, and 235u) is naturally occurring and is

distributed ubiquitously but variably throughout the earth's surface. It is

present in water and in foods, so that small quantities are ingested daily.

The NCRP (1975), fran data of Welford and Baird (1967), reported an average

daily intake of 0.9 picocuries of uranium. Approximately equai amounts (about

22 percent) of dietary uranium were derived from each of four food groups:

cereals and grains; meat, fish, and eggs; green vegetables and fruits; and

root vegetables. About 7 percent was fron dairy products, and 2 percent was

fran drinking water. Inhalation was considered to be a very minor route of

assimilation.

The dose rate to bone fran natural uranium was calculated to he about

12 mrem/yr (NCRP, 1975). Thts value amounted to only about one-tenth of the

total for skeletal tissues fran naturally occurring radioact tvity.

Any urantum that {s released into the environment sich as that which dnes

not undergo fission in a nuclear weapon detonation would be restored to the
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naturally occurring inventory of uranium. Its subsequent transfer to man can

be expected to be Tike that of uranium in nature.

Metabolic Pathways and Effects

Uranium has a long history as a subject of toxicologic study. Hodge

(1973), in reviewing the history of uranium poisoning fran 1824 to 1942, cited

over 350 references. Later research was reviewed by Yuile (1973), who

discussed experimentation in animals, and by Hursh and Spoor (1973), who

summarized data on people. Most of the early sfudies, and the later ones as

well, for that matter, emphasized the nephrotoxic effects of natural uranium.

In general, hazards fran uranium were cons idered to relate more to its

chemical toxicity than to its radioactivity. This is because uranfum-238,

with a physical half life of 4.5.x 109- years, has a very low specific

activity of about 0.33 microcuries per gram. However, there was concern that

long-term exposures of sufficient duration, particularly enriched uranium,

aight pose a radiation hazard, such as that which occurred in the luminous

dial industry with the radium dial painters (Martland and Humphries, 1929;

Martiand, 1931; Aub et al., 1952).

Work tn the early 1940s (Tannenbaum et al., 1951) showed that tracer doses

of uranium-233 as urany! nitrate injected subcutaneously into mice and dogs

were primarily in the skeleton one and two months afterwards, respect ively.

For mice, 67 percent of the total 233U in the body was in bone, while 14

Percent was in the kidney and |] percent in the liver. For dogs, 90 percent of

the total burden was in bone, 3 percent in kidneys, and 3 percent in liver.

That bone and kidneys were the principal sites of uranium accumulation was

81s0 found by Neuman et al. (1958).
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Even though most of the retained burden fn mice and rats was in the

skeleton, the tote! amount retained in the body was small (Tannenbaum et a!.,

1951). Less than 30 percent of the Injected quantity of uranfum renained in

the body 1-2 munths after the injection of non-toxic quantities, When the

injected quantity of uranium was at a higher, toxic level, as much as 40

percent was retained. The destructive effects of uranium on the kidney

(Barnett and Metcalf, 1949) were responsible for the altered pattern of

uranium excretion in the latter group.

The toxicity of uranium compounds was studied in a number of animal

species during the 1940s and later. Administration of uranium was by

ingestion and inhalation as well as by other modes of exposure, and the

duration of individual studies ranged fram one month to two years (Voegtlin

and Hodge, 1949 and 1953).

The significant target of natural uranium toxicity is the kidney. Even

though there {fs long tenn retention of uranium by bone, administration of

sufficient uranium to result fn radiation effects would be difficult. This fs

{s required tobecause dosages of uranium thet are even Jower than whe

produce skeletal effects would still be high enough to lead to toxic, fatal

effects on the kidney (Bernard, 1958}. It is the 4.5 x 10-9 yr half-life

and the low specific ectivity of uranium-238 (about 0.3 microcuries per gram)

that limit the amount of radioactivity that can he incorporated in the body.

Even when natural uranium is enriched beyond the normal 0,74 235U (half-life

© 7.0 x 108 yrs), as 1s the case for uranium based atomic weapons (e.9.,

90% 235y) and uranium reactor fuel, the low specific activity of

v2 microcuries per gram for 235% would Vim(t the radiation exposure,
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Skeletal effects can be expected to occur with high specific activity

uranium tsotope such as 233 (half-life = 1.6 x 105 yrs; specific activity

© 10 millicuries per gram) or 232U (half-life © 72 yrs; specific activity =

37.7 curtes per gran). Indeed, injection of each of these two uranium

isotopes was shown to produce bone cancers in mice (Finkel, 1953). Natural

vrantum, however, showed no induction of bone tumors.
Too
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